
AGRICULTURE RESEARCH STATION, ACHALPUR 
DR. PANJABRAO DESHMUKH KRISHI VIDYAPEETH, AKOLA 

Phone 07223-220119 Email: arsachalpur@pdkv.ac.in 

Email: arsachalpur@gmail.com 
No.ARS/Achalpur/Hori./168 /2021 
Agriculture Research Station, Achalpur 
Ofice of the Associate Professor (Agronomy), 

Datcd- 11 /02/2021 

To, 
-----------. 

Subject: Supply of sealed quotation for plastic crates and wheel barrow.. 

Agriculture Research station, Achalpur has to purchase plastic crates for nursery 
purpose (seedling production) (Approximately 500 Nos.) and wheel barrow. Hence, please 
arrange to supply the quotation on the condition mentioned below for supply of plastic 
crates and wheel barrow as per following specification. 

Therefore, it is kindly requested to quote, rates inclusive of all taxes. Bill must have 
GST No. 

Sr. Name of Item Specification Rate Remarks 

No. 
Branded 

L 600mm X W 400 mm XD 180 
Quote the rate for make mm 

(Nilkamal, 
Cello, Aristo 

plast, 
Samruddhi 

Plastic Crates Inside plane 
for nursery use Without handle 

each crates 

includin8 
transportations. h cm. diameter size of 6 hole at the 

bottom side of crates 
etc. 

Quote the rate for Nilkamal 
each wheel 

2 Wheel Barrow Model-WB220 Capacity-220 Kg 
barrow incuding 

transportations. 

Terms and Conditions 
1. Quotation should be reach to the undersigned on or before 22/02/2021 up to 

5.00 PM. 
2. Quotation received late will not be considered. 
3. Supply the quotation in the name of Officer Incahrge, Agriculture Research 

Station, Anjangaon Road, Parathwada -444805 Tq. Achalpur Dist. Amravati (MS) 
4. Mentioned clearly "Quotation for Plastic crates and wheel barrow" with 

reference to this ofice enquiry letter No.ARS/Achalpur/168/2021 Dated- 
11/02/2021 on envelope. 

5. Quote the rates inclusive of GST. 
6. All rights are reserved with this office to accept or reject the quotation without 

assigning the reasons thereof. 
7. Delivery of plastic crates and wheel barrow at Agriculture Research station, 

Achalpur Dist. Amravati. 
8. Anyhow, the hidden charges or costing should not be allowed. 
9. The details specification, make, model, manufacture of accessories required to be 

given in the quotation with the sample (if necessary). Without incomplete details 
of specification the quotation is liable for rejection. 

10.The payment of bill only be made after satisfactory compliance of complete 
supply and hence condition such as full or part payment in advance etc. are not 

acceptable. 
11.The quotation will be valid up to 31 March 2021 
12.Authorization letter/certificate (f necessary) in the support of the authorized 

dealer of the company may be attached with the quotation. 
13.Sample should be match with the final consignment/supply materials 

otherwise material will be rejected/cancelled. 
14. The conditional quotations are liable for rejection. 
15. Any legal matter will be entered at Achalpur 

court jurisdiction only. 

ofieer Indharge 
Agriculture Research Station, 

Achalpur 
Copy to-YThe officer incharge, ARIS, Dr.P.D. K.V., Akola for information and kindly 

requested to upload on university website. 
2. ARS, Achalpur Notice Board 


